LCD RACKMOUNT, 3 RU, FIXED VESA
RM-LCD-PNLV |

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Your choice of five mounting styles • Generous front to back adjustment • Versatile rackmounting of LCD screen from 15” to 19”, including some 20” monitors • Includes both VESA 75 and VESA 100 mounting patterns • RM-LCD-MT can mount larger monitors, up to 32” depending on weight • Two styles: – Enclosed backpan – fixed, pivot/tilt, articulating – Open panel – fixed, pivot/tilt, best choice for 16:9 monitors

RoHS

• Generous front-to-back adjustments
• Versatile rackmounting of LCD screens from 15” to 19”
• Sturdy steel construction

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO
Finish: Black Powder Coat

ASSEMBLY/INSTALLATION INFORMATION
Mounting Points: 2

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
RoHS: Yes
Greenguard: Yes

DIMENSIONS
Capacity Weight (US): 27
Depth (US): 8.2
Height (US): 5.25
Width (US): 19
Rack Units: 3

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Static Load Capacity: 27
Material: Steel